We proposed a novel and simple multilayer structure to realize the deterministic switching of perpendicularly magnetized layers (Co in our work) by spin orbital torque from the spin Hall Effect in this paper. A pinned layer is introduced, antiferromagnetically coupled to the magnetic Co layer. We have confirmed the deterministic switching of perpendicularly magnetized layers from perspectives of switching loops, trajectories and switching properties under periodic spin currents through micromagnetic simulation. The antiferromagnetic interaction accounts for the deterministic switching exhibited in the structure and the reversal ultimate state of the magnetic layer is predictable when the applied spin current density is above 60MA/cm 2 . In our design, the antiferromagnetic coupling is easily tunable and no external magnetic field is needed.
I. Introduction
Extensive experiments have been devoted to study the deterministic switching of perpendicularly magnetized layers in spintronic devices [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Particularly, the spin orbital torque (SOT) induced by the spin Hall Effect (SHE) is one of the most promising candidates for next-generation memory devices due to many advantages such as low power consumption and absence of current leakage. The SOT by the spin polarization will drive the rotation or oscillation of magnetization in the magnetic layer, generated by the SHE. However, the final state of the magnetic layer (pointing up or down) is uncertain. Several attempts have been made to eliminate this uncertainty, and the deterministic switching of magnetic layers is realized. A well-known experiment designed by Liu [8] is to apply a fixed external field along the charge current direction. In the same spirit, we proposed a novel structure in this paper to attain the deterministic switching of the perpendicular magnetized Co layer. In the design, a permanent magnet layer (fixed or pinned layer) is deposited on top of the magnetic layer and it is antiferromagnetically coupled with the magnetic layer (e.g., separated by Ru). Through micromagnetic simulation and theory analysis, we have predicted the deterministic switching behavior of our design and analyze the detailed dynamics during switching. The dynamics of the reversal process is hard to capture in experiments (within 0.2ns), but readily accessible by micromagnetic simulation.
Besides, the magnitude of the antiferromagnetic interaction can be tuned by altering the thickness of Ru according to RKKY theory, and moreover, pinned magnetic layers have been extensively used in memory industries and will be easily implemented.
II. Models
Illustrations of our design can be seen in Fig.1 . The key lies in the introduction of the magnetic pinned layer. The pinned layer is separated by a thickness-adjustable Ru layer from the magnetic layer Co. To be simple, we refer to the free magnetic Co layer as the magnetic layer. The magnetization of the fixed layer is along y direction (in-plane) and hence produces an antiparallel field (-y) on the Co sample. The influence range of the SOT is limited since the torque is caused by spin-orbit interaction, and hence we assume the magnetization of the pinned layer is not affected by the SOT. Consequently, the antiferromagnetic interaction field is always antiparallel to the magnetization of the fixed layer (i.e., -y), but with varied values during the procession of the magnetic layer. Although the coupling field is varied with the variation of Co magnetization, the deterministic switching of Co sample is unchanged. To verify the deterministic switching, we employ micromagnetic simulation to investigate the switching properties from the perspectives of switching loops, rotation trajectories and switching processes, of which the latter two are not easily accessible from experiments. The dynamics of magnetization is described by the LLG equation with SOT induced by the SHE, shown in Eq. (1).
The last term can be combined with the effective field H eff equivalently after a simple derivation and we define this field-like
This field-like term is always perpendicular to the magnetization. Therefore, the total field becomes H ⃗⃗ ′ eff =H ⃗⃗ eff + H ⃗⃗ SOT = H ⃗⃗ A + H ⃗⃗ AF + H ⃗⃗ SOT . Here, we have omitted magnetostatic interaction and the Orsted field by charge currents [8] . We used typical magnetic parameters for the Co magnetic layer in our calculation: the saturation magnetization is 1466 emu/cc, the anisotropy constant is 4×10 6 erg/cc, and the exchange stiffness is 1×10 -6 erg/cm within the Co layer. Our simulation is constructed as follows: a charge current is applied along y-direction and generates a spin polarization pointing in x-direction (̂); the Co layer has an out-of-plane easy axis (z). The antiferromagnetic interaction is measured by the exchange field constant, which is 900 Oe (under this circumstance, the tilting angle of the Co magnetization from easy axis towards y direction without any applied currents is about 11°). The exchange field constant is adjustable by changing the thickness of Ru. Under the antiferromagnetic coupling with the pinned layer and without any currents, the Co magnetization is slightly tilted to -y direction, but no preference of pointing up (mz >0) or down (mz <0) is shown. It is worthy to mention that since the magnetization of the pinned layer is in-plane, it will be easy to distinguish the magnetization between Co and the pinned layer during magnetization characterization, or if the layers are inversely ordered, the disturbance should be also reduced.
III. Results and discussions
We apply the spin current after the multilayer structure relaxes to an equilibrium state. The spin current density is varied from -80MA/cm 2 to 80MA/cm 2 or oppositely swept. The switching loop is shown in Fig.2 when the initial magnetization of Co layer is pointing up (mz >0). We obtained exactly the same switching loop when the initial magnetization of Co layer is pointing down (mz <0) (not shown here). Therefore, the ultimate state of the magnetic layer is determinant regardless of the prescribed different initial conditions: pointing up is favorable for positive spin currents, while pointing down is preferable for negative spin currents. The critical switching current density or "coercive spin current density" is Jc=60MA/cm 2 . So in the following analysis, we used this value to study the trajectories and switching processes unless otherwise stated. Obviously, opposite favoring will be obtained if the initial magnetization of the pinned layer is reversed (-y). Finally, we applied periodically varying spin current to orient the magnetic Co layer to investigate how the multilayer structure responds and switches. One period is divided into four stages in attempt to reproduce the switching conditions the magnetic layer experiences in actual applications, as seen in Eq. (2): spin current density along +y direction, no applied spin currents, spin current density along -y direction and no applied spin currents. The magnitude of the spin current density is set as the critical value 60MA/cm 2 obtained from above unless Js=0. We found the switching time is within 0.2ns and we chose a period=2ns. The typical variation of average magnetization is plotted in Fig.4 . The top figure is the variation of applied spin currents and the bottom is the corresponding average magnetization. It can be seen that the Co magnetic layer is successfully 
After switching, a relaxation process ensues (Js= 0). When the current is turned off, there is a little jump in the variation of average magnetization (dent or hump in the bottom figure) but the magnetization rapidly reaches an equilibrium state. Note that the antiferromagnetic coupling always exists and the ultimate magnetization is tilted by a small degree (11° in this case), determined by the antiferromagnetic coupling stiffness. However, the small deviation of Co magnetization from its easy axis will not change its overall orientation (up or down), i.e., the stored information is unchanged during the relaxation process.
Moreover, we also tried 80MA/cm 2 and 100MA/cm 2 (not shown here) and successful switching is also achieved although the change of |mz| with time is different (significant for 100MA/cm 2 case). Before the spin current is off, different |mz| at the steady state is observed: |mz|=0.98 for 60MA/cm 2 , |mz|=0.94 for 80MA/cm 2 and |mz|=0.19 for 100MA/cm 2 but the magnetization swiftly switches to the easy axis after the spin current is off (Js=0). When larger spin currents are applied, the effect of the spin orbital torque is larger, leading to a relatively unsteady reversal process. In fact, for 100MA/cm 2 , the magnetization of the Co layer dominantly tends to lie in the x direction (|mx|=0.90) but still relaxes to the expected easy axis orientation when the spin current is off.
IV. Conclusions
To conclude, we have proposed a novel and simple design to realize the deterministic and fast (within 0.2ns) switching of perpendicularly magnetized layers. We have confirmed the deterministic switching by micromagnetic simulation. The antiferromagnetic interaction breaks the symmetry of rotation responding to the SOT induced by the SHE and accounts for the deterministic switching in the structure. For Co magnetic layer, the critical spin current density is 60MA/cm 2 . Moreover, the antiferromagnetic interaction is tunable and no external magnetic field is necessary. 
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